01 Sat
Visiting Mr. Green
JEFF BARON
Here and Now, Mumbai

Kannada, English, and Hindi, 105 min
Also at 3.30pm
NANDINI RAO
Yours Truly Theatre, Bengaluru

02 Sat
Sputnik
Dr. K.Y. Narayanaswamy
PRAMOD SHIGGOAN
Samudaya, Bengaluru

04 Tue
Mahmood Gaavaan
Dr. Chandrashekar Kambar
B SURESHA
Prayogaranga, Bengaluru

Kannada, 95 min

05 Wed
Vamshavruksha
Dr. SL Bhyrappa/ Sripathi Manjanabailu
ABHIRUCHI CHANDRU
Vatikutira, Bengaluru

Kannada, 130 min

06 Thu
Mohana Tharangini
Bellur Raghunandan
KRISHNA MURTHY KAVATHAR
Theatre Therapy, Bengaluru

Kannada, 90 min

07 Fri
U Turn
Anand Mhaswekar/ Smt. Neeta Inamdar
SHRIPATI MANJANBAIUL
Rangasampada, Belagavi & Sneha Pratishthana, Dharward

Kannada, 110 min

08 Sat
Thavaraaga Purindhukondu
Albert Camus/ Jambunathan
R A KILA
Tiruchi Nataka Sangam, Chennai

Kannada, 70 min

09 Sun
Mukkam Post Bombilawadi
Paresh Mokashi/ K R Omkar
RAVINDRA POOJARY
Samashti, Bengaluru

Kannada, 110 min

10 Sun
ALIPHA
Poile Sengupta
ARUNDHATI RAJA
Jagriti Theatre, Bengaluru

English / Hindi, 60 min

11 Mon
I am the Witness
English, 60 min
ARSHAD MUSHTAQ
Theatre for Kashmir, Srinagar

Hindi Musical, 150 min (with Eng surtitles)

12 Wed
The Lesson
Eugene Ionesco
BHAGIRATHI BAI KADAM
Seagull, Guwahati and Ba Shristi, Mysoor

Kannada, 70 min

13 Thu
Aadaddella Olite…?
T Sunandamma
PRAMOD SHIGGAON
Kriyative Theatre, Bengaluru

Kannada, 90 min

14-16 Fri - Sun
Piya Behrupiya
William Shakespeare/ Amitosh Nagpal
ATUL KUMAR
The Company Theatre, Mumbai

Kannada, 110 min

17 Mon
The Inspector General
Nikolai Gogol/ K V Subbanna & K V Akshara
RANGANATHI SHIVAMOGGA NINASAM
Rangachakra, Bengaluru

Kannada, 110 min

18 Tue
Tadroopi
PRASANNA JOSEPH
Sanchaya, Bengaluru

Kannada, 100 min

19 Wed
Chitrapatlu
H S Venkatesh Murthy
BELAGAL PRAKASH
Sri Ramanjaneya Togalu Gombe Mela Trust, Bellary

Kannada, 60 min

20 Thu
Guilt
SWETANSHU BORA
Dramanon, Bengaluru

English, 90 min

21 Fri
Tughlaq
Girish Karnad
DR. SAMKUTTY PATTOMKARY
Samudaya, Bengaluru

Kannada, 120 min

22 Sat
Bendakalu On Toast
Girish Karnad
SURENDRANATH S
Ranga Shankara, Bengaluru

Kannada, 120 min

23 Sun
Mookajjiga Kanasugalu
Dr. Shivarana Karanth/ S Ramamurthy
DR. BV RAJARAM
Kalagangothri, Bengaluru

Kannada, 120 min

25-29 Tue - Sat
SEPTEMBER '18

All shows begin at 7.30 pm. No late entry. Children below 8 not allowed, unless specified otherwise. No refund on tickets. This monthly programme is subject to change. Tickets at our Box Office and www.bookmyshow.com.